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CHAPTER 1
LITERATURE REVIEW OF GAMETOPHYTIC SELF¬
INCOMPATIBILITY
Self-incompatibility Defined
Self-incompatibility (SI) is the inability of a fertile
hermaphrodite seed-plant to produce zygotes after self-pollination.
The SI system, believed to be expressed in some form in over half of
all angiosperm families (deNettancourt, 1977), provides an effective
mechanism for promoting outcrossing and ensuring genetic variation
within a species. Comparisons between self-compatible (SC) and SI
accessions of the wild tomato Lycopersicon hirsutum indicated a 14fold increase in the genetic variability of the SI plants based on
isozyme analysis (Rick et al., 1979).
Self-incompatibility may be categorized into two main groups
based on flower morphology (deNettancourt, 1977). Heteromorphic
incompatibility, in which style and anthers are of different lengths,
relies on physical and biochemical differences as barriers to selfpollination. Homomorphic SI systems, which exhibit uniform style
and anther length, rely solely on physiological mechanisms to arrest
self-fertilization. Within homomorphic plants, two types of SI
systems are recognized; sporophytic and gametophytic. Sporophytic
SI is characterized as having its SI response determined by the
pollen-producing plant (the sporophyte), with arrest of pollen tube
occurring on the surface of the stigma (de Nettancourt, 1977).
Gametophytic SI is the most common system (de Nettancourt,
1977) and is present in economically important families such as
Solanaceae, Rosaceae, and Papaveraceae. In this system, the haploid
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pollen (i.e. the male gametophyte) expresses its own genotype. The
self-incompatibility reaction is controlled usually by a single locus (S
locus), with multiple alleles (de Nettancourt, 1977). If the pollen
carries the same allele as one of the two alleles present in the diploid
cells of the pistil, pollen tube growth is arrested and fertilization is
hindered or prevented. Gametophytic SI responses are often
characterized by the inhibition of pollen tube growth in the style. In
plants with solid styles such as Lycopersicon peruvianum and
Nicotiana alata, pollen tubes grow intercellularly through the
transmitting tract of the style.
Models for SI
Considerable effort has been focused on characterizing the SI
mechanism. Early work examined the breeding behavior of self¬
incompatible plants. After observing reduced growth rates of SI
pollen tubes in the style tissue of Nicotiana sanderae. East and
Mangelsdorf (1925) suggested that SI involved the rejection of pollen
that possessed a "sterility factor" which was common to both pollen
and the maternal plant. Further observation of pollen tube growth
rates in style tissue led East (1934) to propose that a zone of
inhibition exists within the style which is temporally expressed and
that the reaction between pollen and style, which involves
recognition of specific substances, is immunological in nature. In
this model, the stylar substance, functioning as an antibody,
recognizes the antigen gene product in the pollen, resulting in the
triggering of the inhibition mechanism.
Lewis (1960) proposed that the S gene was tripartite,
consisting of three linked segments: a specificity segment containing
2

information which prevents pollen tube growth when the specificity
segment of the pollen is the same as that of the style, and two other
segments, referred to as pollen and stylar, coding for protein
activity in pollen and style, respectively. Lewis' tripartite model of
the S locus was useful, and helped to explain how some mutations
affected only the stylar component while others affected only pollen
(Lewis, 1960).
A more specific model for the S locus postulated that S locus
stylar products were glycoproteins (Heslop-Harrison, 1983). Stylar
glycoproteins would bind to sugars present in the pollen tube tip
(which possessed the same S genotype), thereby ending elongation.
Since elongation would be terminated, callose would accumulate at
the tube apex. Heslop-Harrison's model is attractive in that it
provides a specific mechanism which is consistent with cytological
observations of callose accumulation in pollen tubes.
.y-Locus Products
In an attempt to elucidate the products of the S locus, Pandey
(1967) generated protein profiles from style tissue of N, data.
Peroxidase isozymes produced characteristic bands correlated with
specific S alleles. These results led Pandey to speculate on whether
these peroxidase isozymes were responsible for the specificity
segment of the S gene, but starch electrophoretic data indicated that
the specific isozymes were only linked to the S gene since the
peroxidases and breeding behavior could be separated by genetic
recombination (Labroche et al. 1983).
Clarke and collegues (1985) isolated a style-specific
glycoprotein which segregated with the S2 allele of N, alata, was
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present in high concentration just below the stigma (the proposed
zone of inhibition in gametophytic systems), and arrested pollen tube
growth in vitro. This behavior supported the inhibition model of
Heslop-Harrison, yet did not provide definitive proof that
glycoproteins were encoded by the S gene.
Mau et al. (1986) isolated and sequenced the N-terminal
portion of two 5-associated proteins from style extracts of L
peruvianum. Comparisons of these terminal sequences to Sassociated proteins corresponding to the 52,

53

and 5^ alleles of N.

alata display a high degree of homology, with 10 of the first 15
residues identical. Location of the protein within the style tissue of
L. peruvianum was ascertained by sectioning the style and submitting
isolated proteins from each section to gel electrophoresis. This
procedure revealed that proteins with a molecular weight of 27 and
28 kDa, corresponding to the S2 and

53

allele respectively,were

present in high concentration in only the top third of style tissue.
More recently, in situ hybridization experiments in N. alata have
indicated strong correlation between the presence of the mRNA
corresponding to 5-related proteins and the timing and location of
the SI reaction (Cornish et al., 1987; Anderson et al.,1989), thus
providing further supporting evidence to the zone of inhibition first
noted by East (1934).
Jahnen et al. (1989) purified glycoproteins from several 5
alleles of N. alata (using fast protein liquid chromatography). The
purified glycoproteins inhibited all pollen tube growth, irrespective
of 5 genotype, though the inhibition of pollen possessing like alleles
was somewhat more pronounced.
4

upon successful isolation and N-terminal sequencing of the S2
related protein of N. alata, a degenerate oligonucleotide probe (30
mer) was constructed and used to screen a cDNA library of mature
style tissue (Anderson et al. 1986). The probe hybridized to a cDNA
containing a 642 bp open reading frame possessing a signal peptide
(needed for transport of the protein to the extracellular matrix) and
several glycosylation sites. The cloned cDNA was subsequently used
to probe Northern blots of N. alata plants possessing different S
genotypes. The S2 probe hybridized, albeit weakly, to mRNAs from
53 53 (produced by forced bud pollination) and

SiS^ genotypes,

while strong hybridization signals were observed for stylar mRNAs
containing the S2 transcript.
Diversity of S alleles
Single locus SI systems possess surprisingly high numbers of
alleles (deNettancourt, 1977). Wright (1939) observed that
individuals within these populations would necessarily be
heterozygous at this locus. A rare allele arising from a mutation
would be less likely to be lost, and in fact, would have a reproductive
advantage over other alleles since it would be less likely to land on a
stigma possessing that same allele. Although results of Anderson
(1986) showed some homology between SI alleles, additional
research has indicated that the degree of divergence for functional 5
alleles at the molecular level is truly unprecedented (loerger et al.,
1990; Rivers et al., 1993).
Restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RR-Ps) of
genomic DN A from N. alata homozygous for specific S alleles
(produced by forced bud pollination) probed with cDNAs from the
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Sj and

^3

alleles were more pronounced than expected from an

intraspecific comparison (Bematzky et al., 1989). Amino acid
sequences from the S2, S^, and

cDNAs revealed that these

translation products were 50% divergent, though some areas of
conservation have been observed (Anderson et al., 1989). In
addition, side chains consisting of carbohydrates of different number
and type were found on the glycoproteins. It is speculated that these
side chains may function in the recognition and specificity of the
glycoprotein.
Pairwise comparison of eleven self-incompatibility alleles
from three different species in the Solanaceae has revealed that
amino acid sequence similarities could be as low as 40% for
functional alleles (loerger et al., 1990). Further analysis indicated
greater similarity for interspecific comparisons in relation to
intraspecific comparisons. Using these data to construct parsimony
trees, it was noted that some 5-locus polymorphism predates
speciation. Additional evidence of 5-locus polymorphism predating
speciation has been found in a L. peruvianum 5 allele which
hybridized strongly to Southern blots of L. hirsutum genomic DNA
(Rivers et al., 1993).
In striking contrast to the interspecific hybridization of 5
related alleles from L peruvianum and L hirsutum, intraspecific
variation based on Southern analysis of 92 individuals representing
10

natural populations of L peruvianum revealed an unprecedented

level of allelic variation (Rivers et al., 1993). It is intriguing that
this extreme sequence divergence exists, yet these alleles presumably
possess an identical mode of action. It is likely that these alleles
6

differ only in region(s) responsible for the recognition of other S
alleles.
Possible mechanism for the S glycoprotein
Insight into the relationship between glycoprotein activity and
pollen tube growth inhibition was gained through sequence analysis
of the S alleles in N. alata (McClure et al., 1990). Analyses of the
^2,

53, ^5

and ^7 alleles showed precise homology to T2 and Rh

ribonuclease active sites. Though regions of sequence homology are
not extensive, the areas do incorporate the active sites of these
ribonucleases. Comparisons of SI N. alata and SC N. tabacum
indicated a

100-1000-fold

increase in ribonuclease activity in the

styles of the SI plants.
Interestingly, only trace amounts of ribonuclease activity have
been observed in the pollen, making an unlikey case for pollen and
pistil components sharing identical recognition sites. Yet the two
must share some type of specificity for recognition. McClure and
coworkers (1990) proposed a new model in which the as yet
undiscovered pollen S gene product would somehow allow non-self
pollen to reject or inactivate the stylar S gene product, while pollen
which either lacked an S allele, or possessed the same allele, would
permit normal functioning of the glycoprotein to inhibit pollen tube
growth.
Although substantial indirect evidence suggests that the S gene
stylar product is a glycoprotein possessing RNase activity, to date
there has been no direct proof that the 5 gene is responsible for self
incompatibility in plants. The introduction of SI into plants of SC
genotype via transformation experiments would provide the
7

definitive piece of evidence (Bematzky et al.,1989). Although the
style component has been fairly well characterized, little light has
been shed on the nature of the style-pollen product interaction.
Clearly, little progress has been made regarding the nature of the
pollen component. As stated elsewhere (Bematzky et al., 1989; Gray
et al., 1991), the specific nature of the style-pollen tube interaction
may be revealed with greater understanding of cell membrane
receptor sites.
Breakdown of the SI reaction
Although gametophytic SI is widespread in wild species of the
Solanaceae, it has been selected against in the development of
cultivated species such as petunia {Petunia x hybrida), thus allowing
the development of inbred lines homozygous for desirable traits.
Inbreeding via forced bud pollination, heat shocks, irradiation, and
chemical mutagenesis have been successfully employed to produce
SC Lycopersicon peruvianum (deNettancourt et al. 1971, 1975;
deNettancourt 1977). Recently^ proteins have been reported to be
retained and expressed in a SC cultivar of Petunia x hybrida (Ai et
al. 1992). These proteins share identical N-terminal sequences to
other functional S proteins in the Solanaceae (Ai et al. 1992), yet the
cause of this breakdown is still not understood at the molecular level.
In the following investigations the temporal and spatial
expression of a naturally-occurring SC protein in the otherwise
exclusively SI L peruvianum is characterized, and its expression
compared with functional SI alleles within related races. The
inheritance and behavior of this SC allele is monitored through four
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backcrosses to related individuals using SDS-PAGE and controlled
pollinations.
A separate study involves the introgression of functional Salleles from L. hirsutum into the SC cultivated tomato (L.
esculentum). Using controlled pollinations and SDS-PAGE,
behavior and inheritance of these 5-alleles was monitored through
three backcross generations. In addition, molecular marker maps,
based on restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPs), were
constructed for the short arm of chromosome 1 in the BC2 and BC3
generations. The mapping and backcrossing will be continued for
two more generations, at which time the effect of the various lengths
of L. hirsutum DNA in the backcross lines will be analyzed further.
Despite the recent advances in knowledge of SI at the
molecular level (review. Haring et al. 1990), little is known about
how these molecules actually function. Introgression of 5 products
into SC backgrounds will help to clarify the role of these 5-related
proteins in the SI reaction and will increase our basic understanding
of gametophytic self-incompatibility.

9
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CHAPTER 2
CHARACTERIZATION OF A SELF-COMPATIBLE ALLELE
FROM L PERUVIANUM
Introduction
In many flowering plant families outcrossing is promoted by a
mechanism referred to as self-incompatibility (SI). The SI
mechanism prevents self-fertilization by rejecting pollen which
expresses an identical self-incompatibility allele (iS-allele).
Homomorphic SI systems can be classified as sporophytic or
gametophytic based on whether the SI response is determined by the
pollen parent (sporophyte) or the haploid pollen (gametophyte).
Gametophytic SI, present in many Solanaceous species, is
characterized by the arrest of incompatible pollen tubes in the upper
third of the style tissue, with the concomitant accumulation of callose
at the growing tips, and the eventual bursting of the pollen tube.
Although the size of the »S-locus is unknown, 5-alleles appear to be
inherited as single Mendelian traits and are codominant. Moreover,
all SI plants must, by definition, be heterozygous at the 5-locus since
any pollen expressing a 5-allele identical to either allele expressed in
the style tissue will be rejected.
The 5 locus has been linked to chromosome 1 in L.

peruvianum using segregation distortion of isozymes (Tanksley and
Loaiza-Figueroa, 1985) and DNA markers (Bematzky, 1993). The
extreme molecular diversity of this locus has been documented
(Rivers et al, 1993), and the 5-associated style proteins have been
shown to exhibit a high degree of polymorphism in the molecular
weight range of 23-30 kiloDaltons (kDa) (Bematzky, 1993). Two of
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these S'-associated proteins have been described in terms of their
spatial and temporal expression in style tissue (Mau et al, 1986); the
timing and location of expression for these style proteins is in accord
with observations of SI reactions.

Lycopersicon peruvianum, a wild species of tomato, exhibits a
strong SI response which is difficult to overcome, though inbreeding
and intensive selection on older, weaker plant material (Hogenboom,
1972a, b), and modified bud pollination (Gradziel and Robinson,
1989), have been successfully employed to produce SC individuals in
the former case, and overcome SI in the latter case. In contrast to
this typically rigid SI response expressed in the vast majority of L

peruvianum, one accession (LA2157), collected near the
northernmost extent of the species' range was comprised of both SC
and SI individuals (Rick, 1982). Morphological variation between
the SC and the SI plants was insignificant, although the smaller mean
corolla segment length of the entire accession, when compared to
corolla lengths of another accession (LA2163) belonging to the same
race and collected in the same region, was highly significant (Rick,
1986). Crosses involving the SC accession as pollen parent, and
pistillate parents comprised of a series of SI accessions, resulted in
SC progeny which displayed the same level of SC as the original
accession (Rick, 1986). A major stylar protein has been shown to
cosegregate with SC in the progeny of SC/SI hybrids and the SC
mutation appears to be codominant (Bematzky and Miller, 1994).
In this study, the style protein associated with SC in L

peruvianum was studied using sodium dodecyl sulfate-

polvaclamMe gd decnophOTsis (SDS-PAOE). The .en,po»l and
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spatial expression of this protein was compared with protein
expression of two SI alleles. Hybrids containing the SC and SI alleles
were used in a backcrossing program to introgress the SC allele into
SI backgrounds. Controlled pollinations and SDS-PAGE were used
to identify and select classes of progeny. The ability of the SC allele
to confer self-compatibility was studied through four backcross
generations.
All species within a population are necessarily heterozygous at the S
locus; any rare allele arising would be reproductively selected for since
pollen possessing this allele would be less likely to land on a stigma which
shared that allele,so that these alleles would be positively selected for when
compared to neutral alleles of other genes. The model predicts that
functional 5-alleles would remain in the gene pool for great lengths of
time. 5-alleles within a population should therefore be numerous, ancient.
An 5 allele from Lycopersicon peruvianum was cloned, sequenced
and mapped to the 5-locus. It was then used to probe 92 individuals
representing 10 reproductively isolated populations of wild tomato (L.
peruvianum ). Southern hybridizations were conducted under different
stringencies in order to examine the diversity of the 5 alleles within these
natural populations.
An intriguing characteristic of the 5- locus is the
extraordinarily high degree of sequence divergence within a species.
Sequences which code for the SI glycoproteins have been isolated in
Nicotiana alata . Comparisons of the Si, S2, Sj, and

alleles in N.

alata reveal an overall homology of only 51.5%, attesting to the
tremendous diversity at this locus.

Materials and Methods
All plant material used in this study was generously provided
by Dr. Charles Rick at the University of California, Davis.
Accession LA2157 was the source for the SC plant. An individual
from LA2163 was selected as the original SI parent, as this accession
was collected in an adjacent area, belongs to the same race as, and
hybridizes easily with, LA2157. Furthermore, DNA sequences of
the

Sj S alleles, theS alleles of the selected plant from LA2163,

have been cloned and characterized (Rivers et al, 1993; Liang et al,
1994). Breeding behavior for all individuals used in this study was
determined through controlled pollinations. All plants were grown
under glass in Amherst, MA. Plants were self-pollinated by
vibrating fully mature flowers and collecting the shed pollen on a
clean microscope slide. Stigmas were exposed, where necessary, by
peeling away the anther cone, and stigmas were dipped in an excess
of pollen A minimum of 12 flowers was pollinated in every test.
Flower drop and fruit development were used as evidence for the SI
and SC response, respectively. Fruits were inspected for seed
development; seed was sown in crosses of interest and the number
and the viability of the seed was typical for the species (Rick, 1963,
Hogenboom, 1972c).
Style tissue extracts used to determine 5-associated proteins
were prepared by grinding three styles collected from mature
flowers (including the stigma) in 2541 of ice-cold extraction buffer
(50mM Tris pH 8.5, ImM CaCl2, lOmM EDTA, ImM Dithiothreitol
(DTT), ImM Phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF)). After
centrifugation (10,000 rpm at rC for 5 minutes), I54I of the
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supernatant were added to an equal volume of Laemmli (1970)
buffer (20% glycerol, 10% b-mercaptoethanol, 6% SDS, 200mM
Tris pH 6.8, 0.1% bromophenol blue). Samples were subsequently
denatured (100° C for 5 minutes) prior to loading; denatured
samples were stored at “70° C until needed.
Style tissue used in the determination of developmental
expression of the S-associated proteins was collected from flowers
representing four different developmental stages. Stage one styles
were collected from immature green flower buds less than 6 mm in
length and aproximately two weeks from matmity. A total of eight
styles were collected for each stage one sample. Stage two styles
were collected from flowers possessing green anther cones,
approximately one week from anthesis. A total of five styles per
sample was used. Three mature styles were harvested and prepared
as outlined above for stage three analysis. Stage four style tissue was
collected from flowers which had opened at least two days prior to
harvesting. Three styles were collected per sample.
Pistil tissue used in determining spatial expression of the 5associated protein was prepared by aligning six styles collected from
mature flowers and sectioning these styles with a scalpel into five
segments. The first segment contained only stigmas, the second
segment consisted of the top third of the style proper (-4 mm in
length), while the third and fourth segments (each approximately 3
mm in length) represented the middle and lower thirds of the styles,
respectively, excluding the ovaries. The fifth segment contained
only ovaries. We define mature flowers as flowers which have
turned yellow but have not yet opened, thus styles were not
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contaminated with pollen. Two preparations for both SC and SI
plants were run on the gel.
All protein samples were separated by SDS-PAGE using a 5%
stacking gel and a 20% running gel (Laemmli, 1970). The 14 cm x
18 cm X 1.5 mm gel (Bethesda Research Laboratory) was run at a
constant 150v for 7h in a Tris glycine running buffer at room
temperature (25mM Tris, 190mM glycine, 0.1% SDS, pH 8.2). Gels
were stained in Coomassie blue.
Segregation analysis in L peruvianum was accomplished using
a cross between the mRNA source plant and a plant from LA2157.
This produced a hybrid which was shown by Southern hybridization
to contain the cloned S allele. This hybrid was used as the female in
a backcross to the LA2163 parent, resulting in a population of 38
plants which segregated for the cloned 5-allele and corresponding Srelated protein. Proteins were analyzed by SDS PAGE.
Backcross progeny were produced by crossing an SC/SI
hybrid to the original parent plant with the genotype 5^ Sq (Figure
2.1). Two progeny were selected that were

and SqjS^ (A1 and

B1 in Figure 2.1). These plants were used to introgress the

allele

into SI backgrounds utilizing the two additional individuals of
LA2163 as staminate parents. In each generation, between two and
four progeny were sampled for their style protein profiles through
SDS-PAGE in order to identify an SC/SI heterozygote (Figure 2.2).
These six SC/SI individuals were then determined to be self-fertile
through controlled pollinations. The six independent lines were
carried through four backcross generations.

Results
Style protein extracts of a SC plant from accession LA2157
were prepared and subjected to SDS-PAGE as described above. An
abundant protein of MW 28,000 was observed. SDS-PAGE analysis
of a SI individual from LA2163 enabled the detection of two
abundant style proteins, each associated with a specific
incompatibility allele, S5 and 57, of MW 25 and 26 kDa, respectively
(Figure 2.3).
Denaturing gel electrophoresis has shown abundant,
polymorphic style proteins which have been associated with the SI
response and mapped to the 5-locus in this normally SI species
(Bematzky, 1993). These stylar proteins are in the MW range of
23-30 kDa; each individual expressing two distinct proteins, since
each individual is necessarily heterozygous at this locus . A fully
compatible cross between a SI plant (LA2163) and a SC individual
from LA2157 resulted in self-fertile progeny which expressed the 28
kDa protein in addition to one of the two SI style proteins donated
from the SI parent (Bematzky and Miller, 1994). In all cases tested,
the 28 kDa protein was associated with a SC phenotype. Observed
segregation of the SC-associated protein on SDS gels indicates that
the protein is presumably a product of the S locus, smce it was
consistently inherited with only one of the two Sl-associated proteins
in the first backcross generation. All individuals possessing the SCassociated protein displayed the SC phenotype (Bematzky and Miller
1994).
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The SC and SI plants follow similar developmental patterns of
S locus protein expression (Figure 2.3). The SC protein is detectable
from the stage two weeks prior to flowering, and then abundantly so
from one week prior to flowering through full maturity. Expression
of the Sl-associated proteins of alleles

and Sj follows a similar

pattern.
Spatial distribution of the SI and SC-associated proteins also
displays a similar expression pattern in that the majority of the
protein associated with either response is concentrated in the top
third of the style (Figure 2.4). Little or no protein in the molecular
weight range of known Sl-associated proteins is present in the stigma
or ovary of either the SI or SC plant. These observations are in
accord with previous S protein work for SI members of this species
(Mau et al., 1986), and are consistent with the location of the SI
response based on cytological observations (see deNettancourt,
1977).
During the backcrossing process, progeny segregated as either
SI or SC based on breeding behavior. In each successive backcross,
the respective SI pistillate parents were substituted with a different SI
individual from LA2163 in order to avoid problems affecting SI
associated with inbreeding depression (Hogenboom, 1972a).
Throughout the backcrossing scheme, the 28 kDa protein
cosegregated with one of the 5 alleles; all individuals expressing the
28 kDa protein were capable of self-fertilization.
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Previous denaturing electrophoresis has shown that
populations of L. peruvianwn are polymorphic for discrete stylar
proteins in the MW range of 20-30 kD. These proteins have been
mapped to the S locus through controlled pollinations of 77 progeny
from a fully compatible cross between two plants from accession
LA2163. In the present work, 38 progeny from the L peruvianurn
backcross population, (LA2163 x LA2157) x LA2163, were
segregating for the ^5 allele. The 5-related proteins from the
LA2163 parent were used as a marker for the 5-locus in the
backcross progeny. The presumed protein product of the cloned Sallele was found in a ratio of 19 with : 19 without. This is expected
since the progeny were derived from a cross between male and
female parents each heterozygous for the cloned allele. Pollen
bearing the cloned allele would be eliminated by incompatibility, and
the cloned allele donated by the eggs would segregate in a 1:1 ratio.
The segregation of the homologous DNA fragment matched exactly
the segregation of the 5-related protein. This suggesting that the
homologous sequence maps to the 5-locus, encoding a stylar protein.
Homologous DNA fragments co-segregated exactly with the stylar
protein, confirming that the cloned sequence maps to the 5-locus,
likely codes for the stylar protein, and supports the sequence data
which indicates an 5-related gene product.
After 4 backcross generations, in six independent lines, with
an expected recovery of 97% of the SI backgrounds, the 28 kDa
protein consistently cosegregated with one of the S-alleles, and all
individuals possessing the SC-associated protein were selfcompatible.

Discussion
The methods employed in this study are based on a strategy
commonly used in the identification of ^-related style proteins. The
first step involves elucidation of style specific proteins in the
molecular weight range of 23-30 kDa using SDS-PAGE. The second
step is based on monitoring cosegregation of the putative S protein
with specific breeding behavior using controlled pollinations and
denaturing gel electrophoresis. This strategy has been successfully
employed in other studies of gametophytic SI systems (Bematzky,
1993; Bematzky and Miller, 1994).
Based on our results, expression of the SC- associated protein
parallels the developmental and spatial expression patterns of wildtype SI style proteins (Figures 2.3 and 2.4). The results for the SIrelated proteins are similar to those observed by Mau et al. (1986) in
L. peruvianum. The 5-related proteins are expressed very early in
flower development, consistent with the difficulty in obtaining seed
through standard bud pollinations (Gradziel and Robinson, 1989).
Furthermore, the SC-related protein is abundantly expressed within
the molecular weight range of known iS-related proteins extracted
from sympatric accessions of the species (Bematzky, 1993).
Presence of the 28 kDa style protein resulted in a SC phenotype in
plants normally exhibiting a rigid SI phenotype. Moreover, the 28
kDa protein consistently cosegregated with one S allele; thus, all
progeny, from crosses involving SI/SI x SC/SI parents possessing an
SI allele in common, expressed the SC-associated protein as well as
the S allele not eliminated via SI, and were shown to be SC via selfpollination, while the SI remained functional in subsequent crosses.
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Through four backcrosses in six independent lines the SC
protein cosegregated with an SI allele, and consistently conferred
upon the progeny the ability to self fertilize. The SC phenotype was
consistently inherited as a monogenic trait, cosegregating with
functional S alleles in all crosses tested. No epistatic effects were
observed in any individual. From these observations it appears that
the 28 kDa protein is a product of the 5-locus, cosgregates with
functional 5-alleles and displays a codominant effect with wild-type
5-alleles. Thus the SC-associated protein is likely a mutant 5-allele,
resulting from a mutation at the 5-locus in this particular accession
of L peruvianum.
Recent progress into the nature of SC expression and
inheritance in gametophytic SI taxa in the Solanaceae has been
complicated by the absence of a single species in which SI and SC
accessions naturally occur. Interspecific crosses between a SC
cultivar of Petunia hybrida and a SI P. inflata homozygous at the 5locus resulted in Fj progeny whose incompatibility responses were
dependent on the genetic backgrounds they possessed (Ai et al,
1990). The authors suggest that this background-dependent function
is under the control of modifier loci unlinked to the 5 locus (Ai et al,
1990). Further genetic analysis needs to be conducted before the
nature of the epistatic interactions between the 5 locus and the
modifier loci are clearly defined. Dihaploid Solanum tuberosum
plants were used by Thompson et al. (1991) to investigate the nature
of SC in this otherwise SI species. In this study, major genetic
manipulation of the SI individual was required in order to produce
the SC plants. As in the study by Ai and colleagues (1990), factors
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unlinked to the S locus are attributed with causing the SC trait
(Thompson et al., 1991). Results from our work of introgressing
the SC character into independent SI backgrounds indicate that the
factor responsible for conferring SC in L peruvianum is present at
the S locus, and cosegregates with other functional S alleles in a
manner consistent with simple Mendelian inheritance.
The L. peruvianum complex is considered the most promising
source of breeding material in terms of range and level of disease
resistance (Hogenboom, 1972 a).

Overcoming the SI mechanism in

L peruvianum via a naturally-occurring, stably-inherited S locus
mutation will greatly facilitate the selection for desirable traits for
introgression into cultivated tomato. The SC system would allow for
genetic analysis of selected traits within L, peruvianum prior to
hybridization with cultivated tomato. Furthermore, unfavorable
linkages could be avoided or possibly broken, while selection, for
favorable recessives, and against undesirable recessive traits, would
be greatly enhanced.
The observations on the heritability and expression of the 28
kDa protein associated with SC in L. peruvianum has led to a
number of reasonable conclusions which may impact significantly on
plant breeding strategies. This work also provides a solid
background for further molecular and genetic investigation into the
role of the

locus in gametophytic SI. Sl-related proteins from the

Solanaceae have been associated with ribonuclease activity (McClure
et al., 1989). Results of research into the ribonuclease activity of the
SC-related protein of L peruvianum, its cloning and sequence, are

forthcoming from Adrienne Clarke's laboratory at theUniversity of
Melbourne in Australia (personal communication).
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Figure 2.1 Backcrossing scheme. This backcrossing scheme was
employed to introgress the SC-related protein from a single
individual of LA2157 into the SI background of LA2163. Three
individuals of LA2163 were used to produce six BC4 lines (A4 F4).
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CHAPTER 3
CONSTRUCTION OF L HIRSUTUM CHROMOSOME I
SUBSTITUTION LINES IN L ESCULENTUM
Introduction
Gametophytic self-incompatibility (SI) is a geneticallycontrolled mechanism that precludes self fertilization in many plants.
This highly effective outcrossing mechanism is historically described
as a single locus possessing many alleles. The alleles of this locus
exhibit an unprecedented level of sequence diversity (Rivers et al.
1993). The SI response is triggered by the recognition and
subsequent arrest of haploid pollen tubes carrying an S allele
matching either of two S alleles expressed in the diploid style tissue.
It is currently believed that RNAases encoded by the S alleles are
responsible for the arrest of pollen tube growth in this plant cell-cell
recognition system (McClure et al. 1989). The protein products of
these alleles are readily observable using SDS-PAGE, and are highly
polymorphic allowing correlation between phenotype and breeding
behavior. Cosegregation of S alleles with these highly abundant,
polymorphic style proteins is well documented (Bematzky, 1993;
Bematzky and Miller, 1994; Rivers et al. 1993) and has been used in
the aforementioned studies to map the S locus to chromosome 1 in

Lycopersicon spp.
Species of Lycopersicon provide useful models with which to
study SI, since SI and self-compatible (SC) species can be hybridized
easily and the introgression, or transfer of chromosome segments
can be monitored using a nearly saturated linkage map based on
restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPs) from genomic
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and cDNA probes (Bematzky and Tanksley, 1986). Although SI is
frequently defined in the literature as a monogenic system, there is
evidence that SI is based on more than a single locus. Martin (1961)
constructed SC/SI interspecific hybrids, as well as SC/SI backcross
progeny, that displayed digenic inheritance of SI, with both loci
exhibiting a dominant effect. Rick and Chetalat (1991) constructed
hybrids from two SC populations of L. hirsutum. Hybrids from the
two SC populations of L hirsutum displayed a complementation
effect resulting in SI plants, thus suggesting that mutations affecting
SI occurred at different sites in the genome (Rick and Chetalat,
1991). Observed segregation of these hybrid populations suggested
that this trait deviated significantly from a monogenic 3:1 ratio yet
was within limits of a digenic 15:1 ratio; moreover, allozyme and
RPTJ^ data indicated that the SI to SC mutations did not occur at the
S locus.
Here we present the results of work in progress further
defining the genetic structure of the S locus by controlled
introgression of chromosome 1 segments of varying length, utilizing
protein and RFLP markers. Interspecific hybrids between
cultivated, SC tomato (L. esculentum 'Rutgers') and the SI wild
relative L. hirsutum f. hirsutum (LA1777) were employed in
backcrossing schemes to produce chromosome 1 substitution lines.
Two backcross programs focused on the introgression of two
different S alleles and flanking DNA from SI L hirsutum DNA into
the SC genetic background of cultivated tomato
Using L esculentum as the pistillate parent, inheritance of the
two S alleles was monitored in 10 independent lines through three
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backcross generations. Segregation analysis of backcross progeny
indicates that the S locus displays simple Mendelian inheritance.
These substitution lines will be carried through additional backcross
generations.
In gametophytic self-incompatibility, the phenotype of the
pollen is determined by its haploid genome and the self¬
incompatibility reaction takes place in the diploid transmitting tissue
of the style. The gametophytic system is believed to be controlled by
a single, multi-allelic locus. In the family Solanaceae, which includes
tomato {Lycopersicon esculentum) and its species relatives, a number
of alleles of the S-locus have been cloned. One objective has been to
use these sequences in transformation studies to elicit self¬
incompatible responses in otherwise self-compatible species.
L esculentum is self-compatible (capable of self-fertilization)
while its relative, L. hirsutum, is self-incompatible. The locus that
controls self-incompatibility in L hirsutum, the S-locus, has been
mapped to chromosome 1 utilizing DNA markers and the stylar
protein product of the S-locus (Bernatzky and Miller 1994). In the
study reported here, we used DNA markers and the S-locus protein
product to monitor the inheritance of the S-locus in derivatives of
interspecific hybrids, L. esculentum X L. hirsutum, to determine if
these proteins are sufficient to produce an incompatible response.
The effects of the introgressed chromosome segments on SI will be
the focus of a future study.

Materials and MethoH^
Seed of the SI L hirsutum f. hirsutum (LA1777) was provided
by Dr. C. M. Rick at the University of California. An individual
from LA1777 was selected as the initial SI parent. A commercial
cultivar (’Rutgers') of cultivated tomato (L. esculentum) served as
the original SC parent. Pollen from a single individual from
LA1777 was collected on a clean microscope slide and placed on
emasculated L. csculenturn flowers. This interspecific hybridization
resulted in the creation of SC/SI

hybrids. Two hybrids were

selected for use in the backcross scheme: each of the selected hybrids
possessed the maternal SC allele, and one of the SI alleles donated by
the staminate parent. The selected hybrids, having had their S
phenotypes determined by controlled pollinations and sodium
dodecylsulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE),
served as pollen donors in crosses back to the recurrent pistillate
parent L, esculentum 'Rutgers'. Following determination of S
phenotype, pollen from the selected individuals was placed on an
emasculated L esculentum flower. A minimum of five flowers was
pollinated for each individual through each backcross generation.
Controlled self-pollinations were carried out on mature flowers. A
minimum of five flowers was selfed for each individual.
Pollinations were carried out as described above.
Proteins were extracted from three styles and stigmas by
crushing them in a microcentrifuge tube in 25 pi of an ice-cold
buffer containing 50 mM Tris, pH 8.5, 1 mM dithiothreitol (DTT),
and 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonate fluoride (PMSF). The homogenate
was spun at 12,800 x g for 5 min. at 4°C. Fifteen microliters of the
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supernatant was combined with an equal volume of denaturing buffer
containing 20% glycerol, 10% P-mercaptoethanol, 6% SDS, 200 mM
Tris, pH 6.8, 0.1% bromphenol blue (Laemmli, 1970). The mixture
was heated for 3 min at 100°C to denature the proteins. Proteins
were separated by SDS-PAGE through a 5% stacking and a 20%
running gel (Laemmli, 1970). A 20 pi sample of the protein was
loaded on the gel. The 14 cm X 18 cm X 1.5 mm gel (Bethesda
Research Laboratories) was run for 6 hr at 150 V in a running
buffer that contained 25 mM Tris, 190 mM glycine, 0.1% SDS, pH
8.3. Gels were stained with Coomassie blue, and inspected visually.
DNA was extracted from 0.5 g of fresh leaves according to a
modified procedure of Bematzky and Tanksley (1986) and Murray
and Thompson (1980). Fresh leaf material was ground in a heated
(65 °C) mortar with a pestle by hand in the presence of 5 ml heated
extraction buffer. The modified buffer consisted of standard
extraction buffer (Bematzky and Tanksley, 1986), lysis buffer
(Bematzky and Tanksley, 1986), and 5% w/v sarcosyl in a ratio of
3:3:1. Sodium metabisulfite was added at a rate of 0.163 g /lOO ml
buffer immediately prior to use. A 1 ml sample of the ground
homogenate was transferred to a 1.5 ml tube and incubated in a 65 °C
water bath for 15 min. Following the heat treatment, 400 pi
chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (24:1) was added to the tubes, which
were subsequently mixed to form an emulsion and spun at 12,800 x g
for 2 min. A 750 pi sample of the supernatant was transferred to a
clean 1.5 ml tube, to which was added 5(X) pi of isopropyl alcohol.
The tube was inverted gently several times and spun for 1 min at
12,800

X

g to pellet the precipitate. The pelleted DNA was rinsed
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twice in 70% ethanol, allowed to air-dry, and suspended in 50jLil of
TE.
A 2-3

g sample of DNA was digested with 1 U of restriction

4

enzyme in an appropriate 1 X buffer provided by the enzyme
supplier (Promega, Madison Wisconsin). Samples were digested
overnight at 37°C, and separated on 0.9% agarose gels in a buffer
containing 100 mM Tris-HCl, 25 mM EDTA, 12.5 mM sodium
acetate, pH 8.1. Gels were dry-blotted (using only the liquid in the
gel to transfer the DNA) onto Hybond N'*’ nylon membrane
(Amersham, Inc). Membranes were prehybridized for 1 h at 68°C
in a Robbins Hybridization Incubator (Robbins Scientific) at a rate of
25 ml hybridization buffer/500 cm^(5X SSC (0.75 M sodium
chloride, 0,125 M sodium citrate), 0.6% SDS, 50 mM sodium
phosphate, pH 7.2, 5X Denhardt's solution, 2.5 mM EDTA, 100
mg/ml denatured salmon sperm DNA, 5% w/v dextran sulfate).
Membranes were hybridized at a rate of 5 ml buffer/500 cm^
membrane for a minimum of 16 h at 68®C using radio-labeled
chromosome 1 markers provided by Dr. Steven Tanksley, Cornell
University (Table 1). The chromosome 1 RFLP markers were
labeled with (a^^p) ^CTP according to the random primer
technique of Feinberg and Vogelstein (1983). Membranes were
washed thrice at 20 min each at 68°C in 0.1 % SDS at the following
salt concentrations: 2X, IX, IX SSC.

Results
The backcross scheme employed in the construction of our
chromosome 1 substitution lines is represented in Figure 3.1. The
two selected backcrossed individuals (BC]^) were used as staminate
parents for backcrossing. At least five emasculated L. esculentum
flowers were pollinated. Five individuals from each cross (Figure
3.1) were selected based on SDS-PAGE-elucidated presence of the S
allele. Each of these ten plants was subjected to self-pollination.
Twelve flowers on each plant were self-pollinated using the method
described above. In no case did these pollinations result in successful
fertilization. The ten chosen BC2 progeny (five possessing the Si
allele and five possessing the S2 allele from L hirsutum) were
backcrossed to L. esculentum 'Rutgers' (Figure 3.1). The pollen
from all individuals was accepted by the recurrent parent; fruit set
and seed development proceeded normally, and seed from each cross
was cleaned, dried, and bulked. Germination and viability rates
were observed to be greater than 80% (data not presented). The ten
lines of BC3 (Figure 3.1) consisted of at least ten selected plants.
Based on SDS-PAGE analysis, abundant stylar proteins in the
molecular weight range of 20-30 kiloDaltons (kDa) have been shown
to cosegregate with the S locus and display a pattern of expression
consistent with the location and timing of the SI response in
Lycopersicon spp. (Bematzky, 1993; Bematzky and Miller, 1994,
Mau et al. 1986; Rivers et al. 1993; Rivers and Bematzky, 1994). In
I

this study, SDS-PAGE was employed in order to select individuals
possessing the desired S allele. Due to the high level of
polymorphism characteristic of the S-related proteins, inheritance of

the two S related proteins of interest was monitored unambiguously.
The cultivated tomato however, appears to lack a detectable protein
m this molecular weight range, and is therefore referred to as a null
allele. Protein profiles of selected individuals are presented in
Figure 3.2. It is noteworthy that S protein expression among the
sampled BCj-52

quite variable, although equal amounts of

style tissue were used, flowers were of the same age, and equal
volumes of samples (20|ul) were loaded on the gel.
The ten BC3 lines, each consisting of at least ten individuals
were subjected to SDS-PAGE in order to determine the inheritance
of the respective S allele. Although the

allele from L, hirsutum

was still clearly expressed in all of the five lines, the S2 allele was no
longer visible on the SDS gels. However, the S2 allele displays a
high level of homology to the cloned Sq allele from L, peruvianum
(Rivers et al., 1993) and therefore the monitoring of the S2 allele
was based on DNA hybridization (Figure 3.3). Individual DNA
samples were digested, blotted, and hybridized to a radio-labeled
clone of Sj allele from L peruvianum. Of the 60 individuals
analyzed, 36 possessed the L hirsutum homologous S fragment.
These 36 individuals were subjected to self pollinations. Fourteen
individuals failed to set fruit after five flowers were self-pollinated
using the technique described above. Fifteen of the 22 self-fertilized
plants produced viable seed. It is tempting to speculate on the
mechanism(s) responsible for the breakdown of the SI response,
however, a number of factors, including age and physical condition
of the plants, and not insignificantly, the absence of S protein
expression as deduced from SDS-PAGE, only serve to confound the

issue. Investigation of the breakdown of SI in these backcrosses is
underway in the Bematzky laboratory.
Initial chromosome delineation of the 10 plants comprising the
BC2 lines was carried out as described above using seven RFLP
markers for the short arm of chromosome 1 (Table 3.1, Figure 3.4).
Recombination events were scored for each individual (Table 3.2).
Genetic distances for the short arm of chromosome 1 were generated
from a mapping population consisting of 100 plants (Figure 3.5).
Little recombination was observed in the selected BC2 plants.
Delineation of the short arm of chromosome 1 in BC3 lines was
accomplished using 12 RFLP markers (Table 3.1). As in the
delineation of the BC2 maps, each individual plant was subjected to
several rounds of Southern hybridization using radio-labeled RFLP
markers. Inheritance of the polymorphic fragments provided the
information necessary to assign an individual a specific genotype
(Figure 3.5). Inheritance of the polymorphisms was recorded and
line diagrams developed that depict the genetic structure of these
plants (Figures 3.6, 3.7).
In the gametophytic self-incompatibility system of plants,
mutations that alter allele specificity would be selected in a frequency
dependent manner, since any new allele would be accepted by all
plants. In this system, allelic diversity is not only advantageous, it is
necessary. Heterozygosity is required because homozygosity is
precluded in natural populations.
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Discussion
The successful introgression of chromosome 1 DNA from L

hirsutum into the cultivated tomato (L. esculentum) demonstrates the
efficacy of utilizing molecular markers to monitor introgression of
chromosomal fragments of economic and/or biological interest in
tomato. Although tomato has one of the best-resolved molecular
linkage maps (roughly one marker for every 1.2 cM on average^
there are a number of factors that must be considered when
interpreting the map, such as physical distribution of markers on a
given chromosome, number of markers versus relative size of a
particular chromosome, as well as rate of relative recombination for
a given chromosomal fragment (Tanksley et al., 1992).
In the case of chromosome 7, the largest chromosome in
tomato (n = 12 for all spp.), marker density is greatest in the area
surrounding the putative centromere region, yet high density of
markers in this area is due to suppressed recombination thereby
producing a misleading indication of the physical distance.
Moreover, though chromosomes 1-3 comprise 38% of the total
nuclear DNA (Arumganathan and Earle, 1991), and thus possess a
greater number of markers overall, the proportion of loci
corresponding to cDNA-derived markers is significantly lower than
that found on the smaller chromosomes (Tanksley et al. 1992).
These considerations not withstanding, the chromosomal
delineation of the backcross lines (with an estimated 92%recovery of
recurrent parent DNA) provides a graphic depiction of
recombination rates in areas adjacent to the S locus and provides an
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enhanced level of molecular linkage for the short arm of
chromosome 1.
The most pressing question, which cannot be addressed based
on the acquired data, is how the functional S alleles of L hirsutum
will function in the genetic background of cultivated tomato.
Initially

interspecific hybrids (possessing the SI/SC (null) protein

profile) were incapable of self-fertilization, as were backcross lines

1

and 2. However, this ability to arrest self-fertilization was seen to
break down in individuals within some of the BC3 lines. It is
important to bear in mind that the purpose of this chapter is to
report on the construction of these backcross lines: the behavior of
the introgressed S locus is the focus of current research and will be
the topic of forthcoming reports, based on data from BC5
generation.
It is interesting to note, however, the variable level of S2
protein expression in the BC2 plants (Figure 3.2), and the absence of
this protein in the following generation. The variability in resolving
the S protein from the crude protein preparations employed herein
in Lycopersicon and other Solanaceous taxa displaying gametophytic
SI is not unknown. Factors such as flower maturity, number of
styles sampled, voltage of electrophoretic current, buffer pH, glycine
content of the gel buffer, and acrylamide percentage of the gel are
all capable of altering resolution of the 5-related proteins. Yet it is
still surprising that the protein completely escaped detection on the
SDS gels. On any particular gel, representatives from the 10 BC3
lines were loaded, though throughout the five BC3-52 lines, the S2
protein was undetectable, while the Sj protein from L hirsutum was
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clearly visible. While it is clear that the S2 protein was undetectable
on the SDS gels, no statement can be made regarding the expression
of the

^2

protein within the backcross lines. Although the presence

of the L. p^rMv/anwm-homologous S fragment was detected on
Southern blots (Figure 3.3), several individuals possessing the 5homologous fragment were capable of self-fertilization, resulting in
viable seed. It was also observed that a number of individuals
possessing the S fragment were capable of fruit set without seed
development, while yet another group possessing the S fragment
could not accept self pollen (flower drop was observed in these
individuals).
In contrast to the introgression of the SC allele in SI L

peruvianum, which exhibited a codominant effect and thus displayed
retention of the SC response, the interspecific backcross lines,
constructed initially with two functional S-alleles display a
breakdown of the SI response in an SC background. These BC3
plants produced a range of responses, suggesting that, at the very
least, behavior of these previously functional alleles in the SC
background had been altered. Despite the fact that these individuals
stem from an interspecific cross (in contrast to the intraspecific
origin of the L peruvianum lines), clearly a change in the Sresponse has occurred in some of the lines which is not S locusdependent.
It would appear from the above observations that we are
witnessing the breakdown of self-incompatibility which is not
controlled exclusively by the S locus. Visual inspection of the BC3

chromosome I delineations does not reveal any fragment proximal

or distal to the mapped S locus whose presence or absence is
consistent with the breakdown or function of self-incompatibility.
Although expression of the

^3

allele in the five BC3 lines was

detected consistently using SDS-PAGE, there were individuals from
all of the lines that possessed the S allele, yet exhibited a breakdown
of SI based on self pollinations (data not shown). It is important to
note that the physical condition of many of these plants was
somewhat less than ideal, and therefore these data may be indicative
of a number of factors leading to the breakdown of the SI response
While much effort is spent on characterizing the molecular
structure of 5-loci, RNAase assays are conducted on isolated alleles,
and transformation of SC plants is accomplished (Murfett et al.,
1994), surprisingly few studies are undertaken to examine role of the
genetic background has on the 5 locus. Since species of

Lycopersicon are well suited to genetic and molecular studies of SI
(fully SI and SC accessions exist, a nearly sturated molecular linkage
map has been created, and plants are easily asexually propagated in
vivo and in vitro), these taxa present a promising and fertile area of
research for the study of this intriguing plant cell-cell recognition
system.
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Table 3.1. RFLP marker list. Markers used in determining the
introgression of the L hirsutum chromosome 1 DNA into L
esculentum. Markers were obtained from Dr. Steven Tanksley at
Cornell University. Probes are listed from most-distal to mostproximal for the short arm of chromosome 1. Molecular weight,
vector, cloning site, and enzyme used to detect polymorphisms in the
backcross populations are all shown. Probes beginning with the
letter T are genomic clones, cDNA probes are assigned to letter

PROBE
CT233
CT197
TGI 84
CD76
CT98
TG21
TGI 92
CT231
CT81
TG29
TG59

MW INSERT (bp)
VECTOR
CLONE SITE
600
pBluescript
Eco RI
1500
pBluescript
Eco Rl
1200
pUC8
Pst 1
500
pUC8
Pst 1
300
pBluescript
Eco RI
2500
pUC8
Pst 1
850
Pst 1
pGem4Z
1200
Eco RI
pBluescript
350
Eco RI
pBluescript
1800
Eco RI
pUC8
Pst 1
3500
pUC8

POLY. ENZYME
Eco RI
Eco RI
Hin dill
Eco RI
Eco RI
Hin dill
Oral
Oral
Hin dill
Eco RI
Hin dill

Table 3.2. BC2 chromosome delineation. Probes are listed along
the left margin. Plants are listed at top. A

indicates that at this

marker locus, the individual possesses both the L hirsutum and
Lesculentum markers, while a

indicates that the individual

possesses only L esculentum DNA. Question marks indicate sites
where markers were difficult (ambiguous) to score on Southern
blots. Numbers along the top refer to the BC2 individuals

For the

purposes of this paper, the first number in the series corresponds to
the lines possessing either the Si allele (all lines beginning with the
number 3), or the S2 allele (all lines beginning with the number 9)
from L hirsutum.
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Figure 3.1. ^S-allele crossing scheme. Backcross scheme used to
produce SC/SI individuals possessing various lengths of Chromosome
1 from L. hirsutum against the genetic background of L, esculentum.
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I. esculentum X I. hirsutum (S1/S2)

I
L esculentum X Fi SC/SI

% L esculentum
50 0

i
L. esculentum X BCi select SC/SI

75.0

i
L esculentum X BC2 select SC/SI

87.5

I
I
repeat until BC5 SC/SI

55

98.4

Figure 3.2. Protein profiles of selected individuals. Molecular
weights are shown at right, in kiloDaltons. Arrows at right indicate
protein products of the two 5-alleles. Lane 1: L. esculentum; lane 2:
original L hirsutum plant used to make hybrids (lane 3:5i/SC; lane

4:52/SC); lanes 5, 6: two backcross progeny derived from ^^/SC X
Lesculentum; lanes 7-9: three backcross progeny derived from

52/sc X Lesculentum.
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Figure 3.4. Map of the short arm of chromosome L This map was
developed from a backcross population (L. esculentum X (L.
esculentum X L hirsutum ); Bematzky, Glaven, Rivers,
unpublished). Values at right are in centiMorgans.
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I
Cr233
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TG301

1.0
CT197

6.9

TG24, TG236, TG184

3.1
CD76

3.1
Cr98, TG51, TG125, GDIS
1.5

6.3
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4.7
TG192

3.2
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14.5
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3.4
TG29, CT131

3.1
TG59

6 1

Figure 3.5. Southern hybridization of chromosome 1 marker TG21.
Lanes A-U: BC3 progeny from lines possessing the Si L hirsutum
allele; lane V: Fj hybrid; lane W: original L hirsutum parent; lane
X: recurrent L esculentum parent; lane X: lambda DNA digested
with Hind III. Note that all progeny possess at least one L
esculentum allele, while individuals in lanes A, B, C, E, F, G, I, J, O,
T, U possess an L hirsutum allele as well.
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Figure 3.6. Chromosome I diagrams for BC3 lines. RFLP markers
used to delineate the chromosome arms are located at top of figure.
In these figures, bold lines depict the L. hirsutum -introgressed DNA
across the map distances outlined at top. Dotted lines indicate
transition regions between markers whose genetic makeup (Le/Lh
bold; Le/Le blank) cannot be determined.
Question marks indicate sites where markers were difficult
(ambiguous) to score on Southern blots. Numbers to the left of each
drawing refer to the original numbering scheme used during the
construction of the BC3 lines. For the purposes of this paper, the
first number in the series corresponds to the lines possessing either
the 5] allele (all lines beginning with the number 3), or the S2 allele
(all lines beginning with the number 9) from L hirsutum.
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Figure 3.7. Chromosome 1 diagrams for BC3 lines. RFLP markers
used to delineate the chromosome arms are located at top of figure.
In these figures, bold lines depict the L hirsutum -introgressed DNA
across the map distances outlined at top. Dotted lines indicate
transition regions between markers whose genetic makeup (Le/Lh
bold; Le/Le blank) cannot be determined.
Question marks indicate sites where markers were difficult
(ambiguous) to score on Southern blots. Numbers to the left of each
drawing refer to the original numbering scheme used during the
construction of the BC3 lines. For the purposes of this paper, the
first number in the series corresponds to the lines possessing either
the

allele (all lines beginning with the number 3), or the S2 allele
(all lines beginning with the number 9) from L hirsutum.
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